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Semiconductor Physics, Quantum Electronics and Optoelectronics (SPQEO) is an international scientific journal publishing fundamental and applied papers (up to 15 pages) and short notes (up to 3 pages) in the area of:

- semiconductor physics;
- hetero- and low-dimensional structures;
- physics of microelectronic devices;
- linear and nonlinear solid-state optics;
- optical storage and holography;
- optoelectronics and optoelectronic devices;
- quantum electronics and sensors.

SPQEO is published quarterly. Manuscripts should be written in English and submitted on-line to the journal site http://journal-spqeo.org.ua or by e-mail: journal@journal-spqeo.org.ua.

Rules for submission

The rules for submission of electronic copies are as follows:

1. Acceptable text formats: plain text (.txt), rich text format (.rtf), MS Word (.rtf, .doc, .docx), LibreOffice Writer (.rtf, .odt).
2. Acceptable graphic formats for figures: EPS, TIFF, BMP, PCX, JPG, WMF, CDR, MS Word and MS Graf (.doc), LibreOffice Draw (.odg), MicroCalc Origin (opj), Gimp (.xcf), but extremely preferable is Origin (opj). Figures created using software for mathematical and statistical calculations should be converted to one of these formats. Figures must be sent as in color version (for online access) as in gray colors (for paper version).
3. Manuscripts should be supplemented with:
   - Official letter signed by a chief manager of the institution where the work was performed. This rule does not apply to papers submitted by international groups of authors.
   - Publication permission: conclusion of a commission authorized to permit open publication of the paper (only for authors from Ukraine and other FSU countries).
   - Agreement on copyright transfer to the Publisher. Copyright transfer forms may be obtained from the web-page above.
   - Highlights.
   - Graphical abstract.
   - Short CV with ORCID and photo of each author.
   - List of reviewer(s) is desirable for you, when reviewing your manuscript, and which is not

Title Page:
1. PACS code(s) should be indicated. Several comma-separated codes are allowed. If no classification codes are indicated, they will be assigned by Editorial Board.
2. Title of the paper and name(s) of the author(s).
3. Name of affiliated institution, full address, telephone and fax numbers, e-mail addresses (if available) for each author.
4. Abstract: up to 200 words, must be presented in English.
5. Keywords: their amount must not exceed eight word units. In specific cases, it is acceptable to use two- or three-word terms. These words must be placed under the abstract.
6. Equations should be entered using MS Equation Editor or LibreOffice Math. Notations should be defined when first appearing in the text.

Tables should be submitted on separate pages in the format of appropriate text processors (see above), or in the text format (with columns separated by periods, commas, semicolons, or tabulation characters). Use of pseudographic characters is not allowed.

List of references should consist of references numbered in order of their appearance in the text.

Requirements for references

The format for references should be as follows:


It is advisable to indicate DOI in all references.

Footnotes should be avoided if possible. Only highquality pictures can be accepted. Inscriptions and symbols should be printed inside.

Figures: each figure should be printed on a separate page of the manuscript and have a width 80 mm or 160 mm, and do not exceed the dimensions 160x200 mm. For the text in figures, use 28-point fonts in legends and axis numbers, and 28-point fonts for axis titles. Measurement units should be indicated after a comma (not in parentheses). All figures are to be numbered in order of their appearance in the text, with sections denoted as (a), (b), etc. It is better to send each additional part of figures separately. Placing figure numbers and captions inside figures is not allowed.

Photographs should be submitted as original prints. If photographs contains some additional writings - both final pictures and the original ones (without writings) should be added.
Color printing is possible only for online version, while the printed version is black-and-white.

**Publication pricing**

At the moment, publication of original papers, reviews or short notes in Semiconductor Physics, Quantum Electronics and Optoelectronics is free of charge. There are no any submission charges. And there are no any processing charges for standard publication due to **Waiver Policy for Developing Nations** currently applied to authors from any country.

**Archiving Policy.**

SPQEO is published online and available on the journal web-page http://journal-spqeo.org.ua and archives on V.I. Vernadsky National Library of Ukraine http://nbuv.gov.ua. Both sources are free to download and read journal papers due to Creative Common Attribution No Derivatives 4.0 International Licence (CC-BY-ND).

Authors can archive post-print (i.e., final draft post-refereeing) or publisher’s version/PDF to arxiv.org according to blue Sherpa/RoMEO archiving policy (More information on http://sherpa.ac.uk.romeo)

**Publishing statistics and Terms of Publications.**

SPQEO publishes from 60 to 80 papers annually, from 15 to 20 papers per issue quarterly.

Publisher uses online visitor statistics (Google Analytics) and doi CrossReference Statistics that can be presented on official demand. General term between submission and publication is from 2 to 5 months.

Due to kindly assistance of EBSCO host, all the materials published in the SPQEO journal starting from the Volume 6, #4, 2003 are printed in 32 research databases.

The SPQEO is indexed and abstracted in the CrossRef (all articles have DOI, journal participated in Cited-by-Linking), in ICI Journals Master List 2016, SPQEO has ICV (Index Copernicus Value) for 2016 ICV 2016 equal to 83.05 (http://c.wi-fi-bar.com).
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